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PROJECT SUMMARY
This report evaluates the technical feasibility and financial viability of setting up a
small-scale enterprise for the manufacturing of paper cups in Delhi.
As there is a good production of instead of plastic cups, weight less as well as
easy to carry all vendors, mainly no environment pollution, increase the demand
of paper cups, user customer are to be encouraged in the modern days.
This paper cup manufacturing project profile views the use of drinking Tea and
Cool Drinks. The paper cup finds extensive use in Railways, Functions,
Festivals, Hotels, Meetings, household appliances, and domestic applications.

Normally Three months are required for the complete implementation of the
project, including machinery erection, raw materials procurement etc.
The process of manufacturing poly coated paper purchased from market then
cut in the required sizes, fabricates outer shell then put in the bottom mould
pressed and pasting and keep it in the final paper cup mould. After making the
cup checked random pieces for customer requirement and then packed by
plastic cover in 100 paper cups in a set.

Paper cups are normally made as per the specifications of the customer. The
paper is first printed on a printing press, the printed part is then cut to size and
given shape by die cutting.
The unit is proposed to be located Main Ghitorni, Vasant kunj South Delhi.
Factory is available on rent and has been assigned in establishing the unit.
Details are shown in the annexure. The machinery proposed to be installed in
the unit are Indigenous and are locally fabricated. Total cost of machinery and
equipment to be purchased is evaluated as ₹ 8,00,000 including GST,
installation and other charges. The unit is proposed to be operated in 300 days
per annum (25 days in a month).

INTRODUCTION
A paper cup is a disposable made out of paper and after lined with plastic or wax
prevent liquid from leakage out or soaking by paper. Paper cups are made
from renewable resources. The cups should be made from food grade paper
which is hygienic in nature. It is capable of holding both hot & cold liquid for a
longer time. The uses of paper cups have the wide range. The paper cup finds
extensive use in Railways, Functions, Festivals, Hotels, Meetings, household
appliances, and domestic applications.

Paper Cups have numerous advantages like; they are manufactured in a very
simple process using Food Grade Raw Materials with least waste and are
easiest to recycle, Non-toxic in nature, the shapes and surface designs on these
paper cups are attractive and present an inviting look. These paper cups can
also be custom printed with an outlet’s logo, brand punch line or advertising.
Some decorative patterns on paper cups are used at special events or
celebrations to serve alcoholic beverages such as cocktail, liquor and wine. In
situations where washing is unavailable, or it is a time-consuming process, it
results in using paper cups in fast food restaurants to serve prepared food thus
making sure that waiting lines and service costs are reduced. Hospitals and
nursing use disposable cups to feed their patients because they are made germ
free and they get rid of them after use which results in maintaining good health
and preventing disease transfer in hospitals and clinics
Paper Cup find potential market in IT companies, Educational Institutions
Canteens, Industrial Canteens, Restaurants, Fast Foods, Catering People, Tea
Shops, Paper Product Dealers and Super Markets.

INDUSTRY AND MARKET
POTENTIAL
Industry Trends for Paper Cup in India
The demand for paper cups in India mainly comes from tier I, tier II and tier III
cities like the NCR (National Capital Region, including Gurgaon, Faridabad,
Noida and Ghaziabad), Mumbai, Bengaluru, Pune, Cochin, Mangalore,
Hyderabad, Madurai, Trichy and Chennai. At present in the beverage market in
India, 80% of the cups being used are plastic and the remaining 20% are the
paper cups.
Since demand is increasing because of rising awareness of using eco-friendly
cups and glasses, it would not be long before paper cups would take up 100% of
the market position. 80% of the paper cups that are manufactured are used by
the service restaurant segment in the country.

Local / Domestic Market (Delhi NCR)
Currently, paper cups are being used in all sorts of ready-to-eat products. The
available sizes range from 50 ml to 550 ml. With the quantum jump in the
consumption and growing demand pattern, the future of paper cup industry looks
promising.
Based on our findings, most of the paper cups wholesalers in Delhi NCR region
are able to sell an estimate of 10,000 cups daily. Seasonal demand created by
weddings and the festival season adds to another 5000 to 10,000 cups per day.

Paper Cup Application
This paper cups are being used of drinking tea and coffee, beverages, and Cool
Drinks. The paper cup finds extensive use in Railways, Functions, Festivals,
Hotels, Meetings, household appliances, and domestic applications.
The firm’s product ranges from 150 ml to 360 ml, this cup manufacturing unit will
be set-up as a small-scale unit.

End Users / Customers
Commercial
 Coffee and Tea Shops,
 Quick-Service Restaurants & Fast Food Shops,
 Offices & Educational Institutions
 Supermarkets/Malls
 Railways
 Hospitals
 Hotels & Club Houses
Residential / Households Use

SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths:
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

Eco-friendly
Highly demanded across the nation
Affordable to buy
Using biodegradable GSM paper

Weakness:
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

Non-recognizable brands
No entry - exit barriers
Not able to compete multi-million dollars companies of the industry
No enough cash reserves to promote our business

Opportunities:
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

Government initiative - Say no to plastic
Paper can be recycled
Unlimited market to sell the product
Biodegradability makes the market product easy.

Threats:
⮚ Economic downturn effect purchasing and spending power
⮚ Confront of same paper cut manufacturing company in our location
⮚ Unfavorable government policies

PESTLE ANALYSIS
Political Factors:
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

Current and future taxation policies
Grants and funding’s
Trade bodies could change
Relationships between the trading countries

Economic Factors:
⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

Strength of consumer spending
Current and future levels of government spending
Ease of access to loans
Current and future level of interest rates, inflation and unemployment

Social Factors:
⮚ Lifestyle patterns and changes⮚ Attitudes towards issues such as education & corporate responsibility
⮚ Ethnic and religious differences

Technological Factors:
⮚ Intellectual property right and copy right
⮚ Global communication of technological advance
⮚ Current and future technological changes

Legal Factors:
⮚ Trading policy
⮚ Regulatory bodies
⮚ Legislation in area of competition, employment and health & safety

Environmental Factors:
⮚ The level of pollution created by the product
⮚ Recycling consideration current and future environmental legislation
changes

MANUFACTURING PROCESS
We will use the Automatic Paper Cup 3 phase Manufacturing Machine for the
firm’s manufacturing process of Paper Cups.
The general structure of paper cup forming machine is composed of following
stages. They are:

Raw Material: PE Coated Paper
The material is used in this first step determines the outcomes of the entire
product at the very end. PE coating material comes out on top in the making of
paper cups. It provides a very strong exterior and barrier to grease and moisture.
It is also perfect for use with hot drinks – all factors that waxed papers do not
feature.
This first step involves the processing of the PE coating paper.
 Print
 Die Cutting
 Remove waste
After the die cutting process, a lot of waste is produced. Before the shaped PE
coated paper can proceed to the next stage of manufacture, it needs to be
gotten rid of the waste materials.
This is normally done by hand to ensure accuracy in the whole process.

Forming and Molding
After the shapes have been cut out and have been extracted and separated
from the waste, they are then feed into a machine that gets to transform them
into paper cups.

Packaging and Shrinking
Next is the packing process. For this, there are two levels of packing. In the very
first packing process, the Paper cups are stacked together in definite numbers of
say 20 cups each and then they are shrink wrapped. Shrink wrapping is the
process of wrapping products in clear plastic film. It is wound onto the product by
a machine which uses heat to shrink the plastic around the paper cups. This
plastic covering provides for a perfect protection from dust and scratches as well
as proof that the products are indeed new and fresh from the manufacturer.

Cartooning
This is the next step of packing. After they have been stacked, shrunk and group
into groups of 150, the custom paper cups are then packaged into boxes before
shipping. Each carton carries a maximum of 2,250 piece. To be able to
accommodate the cups, the carton is cuboid in shape.

CAPITAL ALLOCATION
Means of Finance:
Sr. No.

Particulars

1.
2.

Promoter’s contribution
Bank Finance:
- Term Loan
- Working Capital Loan
Total capital

Amount (In
Lakhs)
₹12.43
₹6.40
₹23.34
₹ 42.17

For the manufacturing business of Paper Cups, the firm requires a total capital of
₹ 42.17 lakhs. The contribution made by the Promoter is ₹12.43 lakhs which is
29.5% of Total Capital.
The bank will provide a Term Loan of ₹6.40lakhs for machine at a rate of 15%
p.a and 3 month working Capital loan for 3 years of ₹23.53 lakhs for operations
of the business at a rate of 12% p.a. The firm will also pay 2% bank charges on
each loan.

Capital Expenditure:
Sr. No.
1.
2.

Particulars
Office Equipment and Furniture
Machinery
Total Fixed capital

Amount (In Lakhs)
3.5
8.0
11.5

While starting the Paper Cup Manufacturing Business, the firm will require ₹11.5
lakhs as Capital Expenditure for the fixed assets of the business. In which the
cost for setting up an Office will be ₹3.5 lakh and the cost of a fully automatic
manual 3 phase PE cup making Machine is ₹8.0 lakhs.

Growth Phasing:
In the very first year of the business, factory will work on an 8 hours day shift
producing 30,240 units per day, from second year the firm will increase the
operations by 4 hours, paying overtime to the workers and resulting into an
additional production of 15,120 units in a day.
From the third year the factory will run on a dual shift working 8 hours in day & 8
hours in night.
In the fourth year of the business from the good response and growth of the
business, the firm will buy one more machine and it will run only in the day shift,
for that year.
Then in the fifth year both machinery will run on the double shift of 16 hours
during day & 16 hours during night producing a total of 1,20,960 units per day.

BASIC DETAILS
Location, Land & Building:
Area of Land Required
Rent

3000sqft
40,000 p.m

Location of the Factory

Main Ghitroni, Vasantkunj,
New Delhi

For the manufacturing business of paper cups, the factory will be located in
the area of main Ghitroni, Vasantkunj of 3300 sqft, whose monthly rent is
₹40,000 per month with the initial security deposit of ₹40,000.

Plant & Machinery:
Name of Machinery
Production Capacity/hr
Price of Machinery
Power Consumption per
Hour
Weight
Machine Size
Automated/Manual

3 Phase Single PE Cup Forming
Machine
4,200 Cup/hr
8,00,000
3.5KW/hr
1,600kg
2600(L) x 1350(W) x 1700(H)
Fully Automated

Other Fixed Assets:
Other Fixed Assets will include office equipment and furniture like chair, table,
desktop, printer etc. as the fixed asset which will cost an estimate of ₹3, 50,000.

Raw Material Requirement:
Types of Raw Material Required
Cost of Purchase:
 185 GSM for 150ml cup
 195 GSM for 250ml cup
 250 GSM for 360ml cup
Bottom Reel:
Packing Material:
 185 GSM for 150ml cup
 195 GSM for 250ml cup
 250 GSM for 360ml cup

Printed PE Paper
72 ₹/kg
74 ₹/kg
90 ₹/kg
72 ₹/Kg
45 ₹/kg
45 ₹/kg
45 ₹/kg

Manpower Raw Material & Utilities:
Sale Cum Production Manager
Factory Worker
Helper
Accountant
Watchmen

1st
1
4
1
1
1

2nd
1
4
1
1
1

3rd
2
8
2
1
2

4th
2
12
2
1
2

Years
5th
2
16
2
1
2

Initially the firm will require a sales cum production manager for all the records of
the production, 4 factory workers, a helper for packaging and loading of cups,
accountant to manage all the per day records of the cash or credit deals, a
watchmen and future manpower will adjust according to manufacturing unit and
working hours shifts.

Insurance Policy
Standard Fire and Special Perils Policy (MATERIAL DAMAGE POLICY)
After a fire, flood, burglary, earthquake or other such event, there is obvious
destruction, loss or damage to buildings, plant and stock. This physical loss or
damage is commonly insured under a Material Damage policy.
Business Interruption Policy
Business interruption insurance (or business income insurance) helps business
recover from a temporary shutdown tied to a commercial property insurance
claim, such as a fire. It can help cover the cost of day-to-day expenses, lost
revenue, and relocation.
Damage caused by fires, storms, and other incidents can lead to financial loss
and, in some cases, permanent closure. Business interruption insurance keeps
your business afloat until you can reopen.

Other Expenditure
Expenses

1st Years

2nd Years

3rd Years

4th Years

Power

₹65,100

₹103,509

₹146,293

5th
Years
₹232,605 ₹328,749

Repairs &
Maintenance
Administrative
Expenses

₹36,000

₹54,000

₹72,000

₹108,000 ₹144,000

₹100,000

₹ 150,000

₹200,000

₹300,000 ₹400,000

Initially in business, electricity consumption is 3.5 Kw/hour at the rate of ₹7.75 is
running on 300 days in 1st year. The rate of supply of electricity is increasing
due to inflation in the coming years.
Other expenses will increase according to the increase in operations and
working shifts in a factory every year.

PRESUMPTION OF THE PROJECT
1. Our manufacturing unit will take 1 month to set up its operations and 1
months to produce the goods after 2 months firm will start its business.
2. The process of manufacture is on the basis of shift of eight hours per day
with three hundred working days in a year.
3. The capacity of the machine 4,200 per hour and 30,240 nos. of paper cups
per day on the single shift basis.
4. Every year cups will be produced in variants of 150ml,250ml &360ml in
quantity of 25%,35% & 40% respectively.
5. Current wholesales price per unit cups of 150ml,250ml and 360ml of Rs.1,
1.70 and 2.30 respectively.
6. Minimum required space for the factory in Delhi is 3000 sqft at the rate of
Rs.40,000 per month.
7. Manpower has been classified into production manager,factory worker,
helper, accountant, watchmen as per requirement and all are paid as per
prevailing local rates.
8. Margin contribution by the promoter will at rate of 24.15% of total capital
project cost.
9. Inflation rate will be 6%, wastage is assumed to be 10%, power
consumption for machine is 3.5kw/h at the rate Rs.7.5 per unit and
properietor's salary by 80%.
10. Rate of loan will at rate of 15% p.a, depreciation on machinery is 10%
and on office equipment and furniture is 12%

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Top line and Bottom line

Sales

Net Profit

85.94

808.60

63.71
572.12

44.85
37.92

12.59

359.82

254.59

133.43

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

EBITDA-to-Return on Assets

96%

102%

98%

4th Year

5th Year

94%
68%

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

EBITDA-to-Return on Assets

Solvency Ratios
1st year

2nd year

3rd year

4th year

5th year

Debt-to-worth ratio

0.88

0.21

0.03

0.01

0.00

Debt-to-Asset Ratio

0.47

0.17

0.03

0.01

0.00

2.87 x

6.55 x

9.40 x

96.61 x

137.91 x

Debt service
coverage ratio

The firm will have a high Debt-to-worth ratio & Debt-to-Asset Ratio in the
first year because a major cost of the asset will be financed by loan but with
the subsequent decrease and eventually written off of the debt will lead to a
zero Debt-to-worth ratio & Debt-to-Asset Ratio, the firm can very easily
cover or meet its debt obligation without having to sell of its assets.

Futhermore for the first year the firm has a Debt service coverage ratio of
2.87x thus, the ratio shows the firm can repay its debt service 2.87 times with
its operating income and 137.91 times in the fifth year as so the firm will very
easily be able to repay its debt with its operations.

Efficiency Ratios
Column1

1st year

2nd year

3rd year

4th year

5th year

Asset Turnover Ratio

2.84

3.35

3.24

3.30

3.14

90.00%

96.91%

97.56%

96.91%

97.56%

Cash flow to sales
ratio

For the first year the Asset Turnover Ratio of the firm will be 2.84 which mean
for every rupee in its total assets, it generates 2.84 in sales and it will increase to
3.14 in the fifth year.
Cash flow to sales ratio shows that the increase in the operational profits of the
firm is almost proportional to its sales.

Break even point
Column1
Break even point
(Units)
Break even point
(Rupees)

1st year

2nd year

3rd year

4th year

3078283

3660483

3535154

2034071

₹5,433,169

₹6,848,398

₹ 7,010,754

₹4,275,909

5th year
2147715
₹4,785,693

Properietor's salary-to-Sales

Properietor's salary-to-Sales
18%
17%

14%

9%

1st Year

10%

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

Return on investment

691%

513%

361%

305%

101%

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year
ROI

4th Year

5th Year

Sensitivity analysis
47%
44%
39%

36%

26%

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Sales required to stay solvent

The sensivity analysis shows that even if the worst case senario in each
particular year happens, the firm is only required to generate 50% of its sale
and it will be able to pay off its operational expenses, finance cost,
Properietor's salary and will still be able to generate some profit.

QUALITY STANDARDS, CONTROL &
STATUTORY LICENSES
 Obtaining the Health trade license under the Municipal Corporation Act 1957
from the local civil authorities like the State Municipal Corporation or the
Health Department. This is required because of public health concern
attached to the food-contact.
 GST registration for taxation purposes. It can be easily done online at
gst.gov.in.
● No-objection certification from the Pollution Control Board as the unit is
legally bound to ensure that its operation will not harm nature.
● Factory license under the Factories Act 1948 from the local Factory
Inspectorate office.
● Udyog Aadhaar MSME or SSI registration for being eligible to receive
government scheme benefits.
● BIS compliance certification from the Bureau of Indian Standards which
covers 7 items under the paper and fiberboard packaging to be compliant
with laid down regulations.
● Special permission from local authorities to use a generator set as an
alternate source of power.
● FSSAI certification is a mandatory compliance certification required under
the Food Safety and Standards of India. Since paper cups are a food-contact
material it is essential to maintain the required standards as prescribed under
the Act for the safety of materials that are in contact with food intended for
human consumption. There is a special inclusion for such materials under the
Packaging and Labeling heading which mentions that the containers should
confirm to 10 approved Indian Standards Specifications when used
receptacles for packing or storing food articles, partially or wholly.

● To start a business as MSME we have to register as a Company by
submitting industrial license which is to be obtained from GOI.
● Sales Tax License required if the firm sells goods either online or offline,
along with condition we must have to collect sales tax, then we should obtain
a business permit generally called a Sales Tax permit.
● Permission from the Fire Department: Paper cup business need constant
or a review from the regional fire department. Since it use flammable
substances and many peoples are present in one location.

Licensing Fees and other Legal Charges:
Trade License from MCA
Health Trade License
GST registration
NOC Form 3 - Pollution Control
Sole Proprietorship Registration
Factory License
Factory License Annual fee
FSSAI Certificate
Bureau of Indian Standard(BIS)
Udhyog aadhar Registration
Lawyer Charges
Auditor Fees

₹ 15,000
₹ 2,500
₹ 3,000
₹ 2,499
₹ 2,000.
₹ 80 p.a
₹ 7,500 p.a
₹ 7,000
₹ 10,100
₹ 60,000

While Incorporating Paper Cup business we will apply for all the required
Licenses and Certificates presecibed under Indian Law which cost are give
above in the table. And for all these work there will need of a lawyer or any other
professionalwhose cost the firm will also have to pay.
As appointment of auditor is compulsory for the MSME turnover above ₹5 crore
in a Financial Year which cost we have also taken in our Financials from 4th
year.

RISK IMPACT & MITIGATION PLAN
Risk’s
Financial Risk:

Meaning
It refers to a firm's ability to
manage its debt, leverages
and firm's ability to generate
sufficient revenue to cover its
operational expenses.

Bankruptcy of
Suppliers:

If the firm’s suppliers are
affected then the firm may run
out of the products the firm
sell, or the materials business
need to make products.

Credit Risk:

Mitigation
To mitigate Financial
Risk the firm have taken
Limited amount of Loan.

To mitigate Bankruptcy of
Suppliers Risk the firm
will diversify the firm’s
suppliers so the firm’s
business will not affect
much in such situation.
A business takes a financial
To mitigate Credit risk
risk when it provides financing the firm will take third
of purchases to its customers, party guarantee and
due to the possibility that a
future orders in advance.
customer may default on
payment or fails to pay their
debt on time.

Security Risk:

Security threats like software
attacks, theft and online
fraud.

To mitigate Security Risk
the firm will enhanced the
firm’s cyber security by
installing & updating
antivirus.

Supply Chain
Failure:

Supply chain is probability
that an
inbound supply problem will
disrupt a business. This
includes issues with
suppliers.

To mitigate this risk the
firm will diversify the
firm’s supplier of raw
material and will keep
direct contact with them.

ANNEXURES
Commercial Rent:

Electricity Rate

Paper Cup Machine

Selling Price of the Paper Cups:
 For 150 ml Cup

 For 250 ml Paper Cup

 For 360 ml Paper cup

Raw Material:

Suppliers Details:
 Krishna Enterprises

Bawan, Delhi

 Swastik Paper

Bawan, Delhi

 Welkin Inustries Pvt. Ltd.

Sonipat, Haryana

Transportation
Particulars

Details

Vehicle

Truck (Normal Size)

Transportation Costs

₹ 3,000

No. of boxes

150 boxes/Truck
150 ml cup

1 box (5000cups)

250 ml cup

1 box (4000 cups)

360 ml cup

1 box (3000 cups)

GENERAL DISCLAIMER &
DISCLOSURE
This report has been prepared by our group published for use by the recipient as
information only and is not for circulation or public distribution. This report is for
study purpose only. This report is intended for general guidance and information
purposes only. This report is under no circumstances intended to be used or
considered as financial or investment advice, a recommendation or an offer to
sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities or other form of financial
asset. Please note that this is not an offer document. The report is not to be
considered as investment research or an objective or independent explanation
of the matters contained herein, and is not prepared in accordance with the
regulation regarding investment analysis.
The information contained herein may be subject to changes without prior notice.
Our group does not accept any form of liability, neither legally nor financially, for
loss (direct or indirect) caused by the understanding and/or use of this report or
its content. This report is only intended for the recipients, and should not be
copied or otherwise distributed, in whole or in part, to any other person.
Neither the issue nor delivery of this report shall under any circumstance create
any implication that the information contained herein is correct as of any time
subsequent to the date hereof or that the aspects have not since changed. Our
groups do not intend, and do not assume any obligation to update or correct the
information included in this report.

Regards: Trail Blazers

